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P-He'leTHble 3q,¢eKTbl B TSllKe11blX BTOMax H 3HaK KOHCTaHTbl 
c11a6oro B3af1MoaellcTa11si 

Ha OCH0Be 81lbTepHaTl!BHOl1 Moae;m EbepKeHa paccMoTpeHbl p -He'leTHble 

3¢¢eKTH B TSllK811blX STOMax. XapaKTepH3YIOUlllH ttecoxpaHeHl!e '18THOCTII na-
E1 

PaMeTp R. Im - onoeae11sieTcsi B 3TOH Teop1111 aHano11bttb!M MOMeHTOM M . . . 

;lf:1,eK_,TPOH/1 II_ 3HaKO\! G • IToKa3atto, 'ITC l!.'.!Mepett11e p -He'leTHbrX 3¢cpeKTOB 

' B ABYX pa3111!'1Hb!X THl«811blX STOMaX 1!031301111110 6bl onpelle111!Th KSK BHanom,
Hb!ll MOM8HT, TaK 11 3HaK G. 

Pa6oTa BbinO/ll!eHa a na6opaTOPl!K TeopeT11'lecKol! tpll3l!KH 011.Hl-f. 
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E2 · li503 
Parity Violation E{fPcts in Heavy Atoms and the- Sign 
of the Weak Coupling' Con.s@nt -:'.· ' · 

Parity vjolation __ .effects in h~ atoms are· _considered in: .the 
framework of the SU(2) 'invariant·' four-fermion th~ory. The pararrtE§

E 
ter R-Im V which characterises the parity nonconservation is de-

I 
termined in this theory by the anapol momentum of the electron 
and the sign of the Fermi consmnt G • We haV0• c-,hown that the 
measurement of the magnitude of the parity violation. e_ffe!=ts for -two 
different heavy atoms would make possible the deter~ination of 
both these quantities. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR, 
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The unified gauge theories of weak and electro
magnetic interactions permit one to describe a large 
amount of the existing data on weak processes. In 
particular, it was shown recently 11.2 ;3 / that all the 
available data on weak neutral currents can be 
described satisfactorily by the standard theory of 
the weak interaction 14 ,5/ • In "this· connection one 
inay ask whether the experimental data exclude the 
four-fermion theory as a possible theory of the 
weak interaction.· 

In a recent paper111 it was shown that all the 
neutral current data can be described ·· successfully 
by an SU(2) invariant four-fermion Hamiltonian* 
provided the. neutrino has an electro~agnetic radius 
-10-16 c~ In thE' present note we shall discuss 
the parity violation effects in heavy atoms arising 
in such a theory. We will show that the experiments 
which are now in progress may be of great im
portance for testing this possibility~· 

T,he SU(2) invariant four-fermion Hamiltonian is 
given by the expression**: 11 •61 

J{ • _Q__jk jk , 
...;Fa a 

(1) 

* The question as to whether· the existing data exclude 
the four-fermion theory was discussed also by V.N.Gri
bov and L.B.Okun :at a'. meeting 'on the 11DUMAND" . 
p_roject (~~z?2_. - . . - ~- - •> -- - . •. -- . •• .. • •• 

** Let us note that the symmetric neutral current was 
dlscussed/7/in the four-fermion theory a long time be
fore the gauge theories were proposed. 
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where 

k - k j -Ir.J, yrr.J, + ... 
a a aL a aL (2) 

The SU (2) doublets r.j, a have the form: 

( :•] , [ :• J ... _; [d co: Oc ,ssm O]. t dsin0 c ,s cos0 c J..::) 
We can rewrite the Hamiltonian (1) in the following 

Wcly 

Ii G(.-:- .3.3) .n::-J J +J J ' y2 a a a a (4) 

where ja = jJ+ ij~ is the charged weak current. The 
first term in this expression coincides with the rele
vant term of the effective Hamiltonip.n of the standard 
theory. The ne_utral current of the four-fermion inter
action (4) differs considerably from the neutral currents 
arising in the gauge s_chemes. As is well knmvn, 
neutral current of the standard SU(2 )x U(l) theory has 
the form: 

jz ,.,j3 :-2sin2e jem • 
a a W a . (s) 

where. j a em i::=, the electq:>rnagnetic current . and e \ . i~ th~ 
Weinberg angle. The structure of j~ is consisfent 1- 31 

with all neutral current data obtained so far in the 
high energy neutrino experiments. 

In ref. 111 it was assumed that the additional term 
in the neutral current might arise due to the electro
magnetic interaction of the neutrino with , the charged 
particles. The electromagnetic vertex of the two-com
ponent neutrino has the form: 

1;1 (k',k)--ieiiL(k')yauL(~)q2R (q2 ), . (6) 

4 

At 

where k and k' are the initial and final momenta 
of the neutrino, q-k-k '. , e - is the charge of pro-

ton. If ..a_R(q 2~L- const for high q2 (q 2> 1 GeV 2)such 
JG! A2 ~ 

a theory describes the existing data on weak neutral 
currents, the relation between A and sin 

2
0w being: 

82 
-4 Bsin 20 

A2 J2 w (7) 

Note that for sin2 0w = .!... , A = 160 GeV and \ = 
16 3 

1.2 .10- cm. 
We would like to notice first that instead of the 

parameter 2sin 2 0w of the standard theory in the 
matrix element of the hadron neutral current in the 
case of the four-fermion theory under consideration 

e2 2 there appears --=-R(q ). One would expect the stron-
2 y'2G . ·2 

gest q -dependence of the form factor R (q ) to 
hold 181 at low q 2 (of an order of several hundred 
1\/eV 2). Therefore the experh1ents with neutrino beams 
from meson factories might permit. one to test this 
theory. Note also that at low: q 2 the electromagnetic 
form factors of v µ and v e may differ considerably 181 

In this connection it would be desirable to perform· 
meson factory experiments that would give information 
about the scattering of both vµ and ve on nucleons. 

The most fundamental difference between the four
fermion theory and the gauge theories is due to the 
sign of the weak coupling constant G • Such a sign 
·can- be positive_ as well as negative* in the four
fermion theory whereas in the gauge theories the 
effective constant G is definitely positive: 

_g___ e2 >0. 
.i'f" 8m2 sin 2 0 
V W W 

(s) 

* Let us note that the theory developed in ref. 
161 

requires G > 0. 
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The sign of G can be determined in experiments 
where the effects due to the interference of weak 
electromagnetic amplitudes are investigated /lO,ll_lsuch 
are the parity violation effects in atomic transitions 
and in deep-inelastic scattering of polarized charged 
leptons on nucleons, etc. Here we shall consider 
only the effects of parity nonconservation in heavy 
atoms. As is well known, the main contribution to 
these effects is given by the product of the axial 
part of the electron neutral current and the vector 
part of the hadron neutral current. In the four-fer
mion theory under consideration by analogy with the 
neutrino case, we must take into account the anapol 
momentum of the electron lt0, 121 , which might be in
duced by the weak interaction. The anapol term in 
the electron electromagnetic vertex has the form: 

"' 
r/ (k',k)- -ieq 2 A(q 2)ii(k')(y - ~-) y u(k), (g\ 

• a 2 5 / q 

where k and k' are the initial and final momenta 
of the electron, and q = k- k '. In the nonrela tivistic 
approximation, the leading parity nonconserving term 
of the electron-nucleus potential in which the contri
bution of the anapol momentum of the electron has 
been taken into account is given by the expression: 

➔ IQI 1 ➔ .(-e+) 
V (x),.,~Qw-a-p8x, 

PV 2y2 2m8 

(10) 

➔ 

where me , it and p are respectively the mass, spin 
and momentum operators of the electron and 

G 
Qw - -(N-Z{1-4a))-. 

[GI 
(11) 

Here N (Z) is the number of neutrons {protons) in 
the nucleus and 

a"' e_
2 

A (O}. ( 12) . 
y2 G 
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For comparison, we shall write down also the 
expression for the weak charge Q w in the Weinberg
Salam theory: 

(Qw >w-s --(N-Z(1-4sin
2
0w )). (13) 

If the relation (7) holds for the value of sin
2 ®w 

in the interval 0.25-,-0.35 (as implied by experiments) 
the parameter a in general does not lie in the same 
interval. (Arguments in favour of this possibility 
come, for example, from the analysis /10/ of the dia
grams which give contributions to the electromagne
tic. formfactor of the neutrino and to the anapol 
momentum of· the electron). Therefore, it should be 
expected that the parity violation effects in heavy 
atoms arising in the SU (2) -invariant four-fermion 
theory may be different from the effects predicted 
on the basis of the standard theory (in particular, 
the parity violation effects in 209 Bi . are strongly 
suppressed for a :: -0.13). The parity violation 
effects in these two theories may differ not only in 
magnitude but -also in sign. 

In order to determine both the magnitude of the 
anapol momentum a and the sign of the constant G 
it is necessary to measure the value of the para-

meter R ~ Im ~'j , which characterized the parity 
J 

nonconservation, _at least, for two different heavy 
atoms ( 20%i , 133 Cs , 205 Te , etc.). Such expe
riments, as is well-known, are in progress at pre
sent.· 

At the end of 1977 there were published the 
first results of two experiments in which the rota
tion of the polarization plane of a polarized light 

The definition of this parameter can be found, 
for example, in the review article: A~N.Moskalyov, 
R.M.Ryndin and I.B.Khriplovich · Sov.Journ~Uspekhi 
Fizicheskih Nauk, 118, 407 (1976). 
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traversing bismuth vapour was measured.· In ref: 13 •141 

the following values of the parameter R were report
ed, respectively: -0/7+3.2 · 10-8 (.\ = 8757 K ) and 
2.7+4.7 -10-8 ( ,\ = 64BOR). The corresponding values 
of R calculated within the Weinberg-Salam theory 
in ref; 151 are equal to -16 .10-8 and -21· 10-8 , res.,. 
pectively~--

Recently, the first data of the Novosibirsk group 
which also are measuring the parity violation effects 
in 209 Bi , have been published 116! The preliminary 

R 
res ult obtained by this group is: Tr.:;xp = ( l.4t._ 

· W-S 
+ 0.3)x(l+0.5' ( Rw s is the Weinberg-Salam value 
- - '} - /15/ 
of the parameter R calculated in ref. ). 

It is quite clear that the clarification of the 
experimental .situation concerning the parity viola
tion effects in 209 Bi as well as the measurement 
of P -odd effects in other heavy atoms would be of 
great importance for understanding the nature of the 
weak interaction.· 

We are deeply grateful to B.M.Pontecorvo for 
encouragement and fruitful discussions. 
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